269-857-5517

helping you ride the waves of technology

HOW LONG CAN YOU OPERATE
WITHOUT COMPUTERS?
by Betty Hardin, Big Blue Water LLC
Loop to Loop .. You’ve setup an email system to send periodic messages
to your clients and prospects. You’ve also setup an auto responder so that
incoming messages are automatically responded to. Although you have an
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internal mail server, all of your messages are routed through your ISP.
Your ISP has their system configured to block mass mailings – and blocks
those outgoing messages.
Every time a message goes out it gets blocked on the other end and the
ISP returns an “unable to deliver” message. The “unable to deliver”
message comes into your system and is responded to by the autoresponder. Your system gets stuck in a loop of sending, rejecting, and
acknowledging. It loops and it loops and it loops ... the system gets slower
and slower .. before you know it – the server has crashed.
3 million messages in your inbox
Time required to fix this problem:
1 hour to get the server back up and running
1 hour to create a temporary mail store
1 ½ weeks to recover the ‘good’ mail from the mailbox
1 hour to identify the source of the issue (after the mailbox was
recovered)
3 hours to merge the two mailboxes back into one
When things Blow up ..
You’ve got multiple physical locations with several satellite offices and / or
users working from home and on the road. The majority of these people are
logging into your system through remote access. You come into work in the
morning and the system is slow .. the phone starts ringing – you have irate
users all over the country. You fiddle around and try several things  well
into the afternoon you reach your frustration level .. and blow up when you
call your IT Service Provider – causing a potential relationship issue.
Investigation reveals that your Comcast line is running at 2MB – when you
are paying for 12MB.
Time to recover:
• 6 hours perusing log files
• 2 hours on the phone with Comcast
• 2 weeks waiting for Comcast to correct the problem
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Business Hours
Monday - Friday
10:00am - 4:00pm
* Other hours available by appointment

Geek Speak
ISP aka Internet Service Provider - A
company or orginisation that offers
Internet access to customers for a
fee.

Everyone Loves TRIVIA
Q. The state of Michigan touches all
of the Great Lakes except one. Which
one?
A. Lake Ontario

You up for it?
We are looking for someone who is
smart, social, a hard worker, a go
getter, good with math, grammar, and
spelling, has some knowledge of
desktop and web technologies, and
leaves an impressionable mark. You
would be working with the owner of
the company taking care of sales and
administrative activities. Interested?
Send us your resume.

Support our Troops

4:00 in the afternoon on Monday..

Send a Soldier a Netbook

Things are running slow .. something is seriously wrong. Knowing that the
last time you had this issue, it was a cable problem you call your ISP to test
the lines. They test the lines and find no issues; they’ll send a technician

We, and several other local area
businesses, are still running the
Send a Soldier a Netbook program.
Make a contribution online, or visit
one of the many donation cans
located at The Sand Bar Saloon,

out tomorrow to look closer at things. You do nothing .. wait for Comcast.
And then ..
It’s 4:00 in the afternoon on Monday – before you’ve saved a backup for the
day – the system goes down. One of the guys in the factory goes into the
room or closet where the server is located and turns it off. He tries to restart

You finally call the IT guys - and they, too, cannot start the system. ALL of
the data on your hard disks is gone – and – so is the mirror image.

Holland Tire Center, Blue Goose
Restaurant, the Fennville VFW,
Pullman VFW, Holland VFW and
Caravanserai Bakery. For more
information, call Melissa at Big Blue
Water 269-857-5517.

Even if you are a one man show 

... and something a little different ...

You are dependent on your computers to be able to do business.

RKMC Troop Party

it. Ooops .. it won’t start.

Unplanned downtime is not an option.
***ALL OF THESE SITUATIONS COULD HAVE BEEN HEADED OFF AT
THE PASS ***
Of course you can pay a person to monitor your systems – at the least
you’re looking at an hour of labor once per week. If you want things
monitored more frequently than that – it quickly adds up. Manual
monitoring requires that the technician has a checklist of things to be
monitored and that he diligently checks each of the things on that list. If he
doesn’t see something right away or it’s not on the list you can still
encounter situations like the ones mentioned above.
What if that guy gets sick, goes on vacation, or is otherwise occupied, what
happens?
When a machine is shutdown abnormally it aborts all processes and
logging. It may result in damaged hardware and/or corrupt system files. It
may not come back up – which would effectively put you out of business
until the system is recovered. The logs that normally would have recorded
the events leading up to the ‘issue’ most likely recorded nothing. Without
logs or screenshots there is no way to know what was truly happening on
that machine prior to the shutdown .. which in turn leads to excessive
recovery time that neither you or I want to pay for.
While it is necessary to reboot a windows machine from time to time (I
prefer this to be a routine procedure), an abnormal shutdown should be
avoided– particularly on a server – unless there is no alternative.
When you have a system issue, you will want to nip it in the bud– the
longer it goes undetected, the worse it gets and the longer it takes to
recover.
We believe the solution is a real-time 24 x 7 monitoring tool. Interested?
Call for information. 269-857-5517

April 16 2011 – Starts at 2pm.
Road Knights Motorcycle Club
8851 Hiawatha
West Olive MI 49460.
Proceeds to benefit soldiers in Iraq.

Severe Weather
In the event of severe weather when
the general public is advised to stay
off the roads, our offices will be
closed. We will continue to support
our customers through remote
administration from our homes but all
appointments on site at the customer
location will be rescheduled.

